
Dice Shaker 

What sets the TCSJOHNHUXLEY Dice Shaker apart?
The automated Dice Shaker is fully integrated as part of the Sicbo game electronics, giving integrity to 
the game sequence whilst protecting against the possibility of a non-shake or double shake of the dice.

Dice Shaker
TCSJOHNHUXLEY’s automated dice shaker has been designed 

to be fully integrated as part of the Sicbo game electronics, giving 

integrity to the game whilst protecting against the possibility of a 

non-shake of the dice. 

The Dice Shaker is fully enclosed by a glass cylinder and covered 

by a removable lid. Dice are shaken in quick succession to 

randomise the outcome and for increased security the game is 

automatically aborted if the cover has been lifted during the shake 

or at any other inappropriate stage of the game.

www.tcsjohnhuxley.com

Features & Benefits

Designed for multiple dice

Multi-game mode available

Robust and reliable to withstand 24-hour operation

Comes with a tamper proof sealed dice unit

Simple to use for the dealer

 Optional Automatic Dice Recognition available

Customisable lid colour

Can be interfaced to any Electronic Table Games or third-party 
systems
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Dealer Flexibility
With a multi-game mode to allow even greater flexibility, the 

dealer can choose to shake the dice before the betting period is 

started and the lid remains on. Alternatively, bets are placed with 

the lid off and after ‘No More Bets’ the dice are shaken in full view 

of all the players.

Automatic Dice Recognition
Casinos have been hit by issues of security and dealer/player 

collusion in the game of Sicbo, and manually reading dice 

results has always left room for human error. Automatic 

Dice Recognition mitigates these risks, and is a technology 

that allows the automatic recognition of the dice in a shaker. 

The system consists of a controller, a camera and lighting 

assembly that is fitted into a dice shaker cover. There is also a 

collar that fits over the existing base of the glass dome.

The system is designed to be driven from a Sicbo server 

PC or an online gaming application. Once ‘No More Bets’ 

has been called, the ADR unit extracts the dice results from 

an image which is captured from a camera inside the Dice 

Shaker.

There is a game status LED indicator built into the handle 

of the cover to alert when the dice have been verified. The 

result is then automatically fed though to the Sicbo dealer 

console for dealer confirmation.



Dice Shaker Height  
(without cover)

294mm 

Dice Shaker above
table Width

182mm

Dice Shaker Full Unit Width 146mm

Shipping Weight 4.9kg

Colour Selection Chrome or Gold Plated

LED Lights Yes - LED lights change to show game status

Operating Voltage 110v or 240v

Compatible Products
TCSJOHNHUXLEY Winning Number Displays
Blaze Sicbo Tables

Let’s get technical
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